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latter, and apparently the favourite, of these pursuits had been
followed in Manila. In 1762 the forces of the East India
Company landed there and for forty-eight hours burned and
pillaged. The priests still recount that scarcely a tomb in the
fine old Augustinian Church escaped desecration, for rumour had
it that fortunes were concealed beneath their stones. Nothing
was found except what one can expect to find in graves—the
useless refuse that man leaves behind him when he dies, a skull,
a few dry bones, a little hair and some dust. These poor worth-
less objects, useless even to their former owners, the British
soldiers disinterred and abandoned in confusion, so that when the
good priests tried to sort them out there was no possible distinc-
tion between good and bad, or even, which was much more
important, between rich and poor. So they hesitated to put the
bones back in the graves but buried the whole lot in a common
pit near the chancel, leaving it to them and to the Almighty to
decide who was who, and which was which—if the necessity
ever arose. Failing to find fortunes in the tombs the invaders
took everything of value in the churches and stripped the images
of their gold and jewels—being good sturdy Protestants of deep
religious convictions with Sepoys in their employ.
Frankly, I idled in Manila and it is a very agreeable place to
idle in. In the mornings and afternoons before and after the hot
hours of the day I walked amongst scenes that were alluring—
over green lawns and along the sea front ; or on the now filled-in
moat with its golf links and by an avenue of palm trees, past the
old walls into the business quarter of the city on the other bank
of the river Pasig where all is movement and tramways and
electric light wires and Chinese shops and American and
European banks and places of business—an animated centre of
East and West, full of life, the life of the arteries of a great
Eastern port.
But my favourite excursions of an afternoon, when the heat
was tempered by the evening breeze, was to the old walled city—•
" Manila intra-muros," and there to wander vaguely in the
narrow streets. The gateways, three remain standing, that give
access to the old town, are monuments of Spanish colonial
architecture wanting in proportion and artistic detail, but still
to-day exactly as the Spaniards of those early days constructed
them, carrying out to the best of their abilities in a strange and
far-away country the art of their homeland. Within the walls
the traveller is back in the past. The handiwork of America is

